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Matt Wagner, creator of indy comics favorites Grendel and Mageand the writer and artist of
Superman/Batman/Wonder Woman: Trinity,creates a new vision of a classic DC hero. When Dr. Pieter Cross
lost his sightduring a terrible accident, he thought his life was over. But after a chanceencounter with an owl
showed the Doctor that he could now see in the dark, hisexistence gained new meaning. Using his scientific

genius and acquired wealth,Cross assumes the identity of vigilante Doctor Mid-Nite to protect
thedowntrodden from the vermin that prey on them. But in order to fulfill hismission, Doctor Mid-Nite must
take down an evil criminal triumvirate bent onprofiting from the demise of his city. Collects Doctor Mid-Nite

#1-3.
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Doctor Mid Nite

Doctor MidNite is a legacy of blind superheroes and physicians with the ability to see in the. Subject to
status. Using his scientific genius and acquired wealth Cross assumes the identity of vigilante Doctor MidNite
to protect the downtrodden from the vermin that prey on them. Título del libro Doctor MidNite New Edition
Autor Matt Wagner Idioma Inglés Editorial DC Comics Formato Papel. Team Sonic Racing Sonic Sr IIs

Frozen Adventure Around the Wo DLC Sonic Team Toys for Bob Avalanche Software Raven Software SHG
Vicarious Viisons High Moon Studios Nerve Software Infinity Ward Sega WBIE and Activision. Tigress has
the upperhand as she is shooting arrows at Wildcat who is barely catching them in time. The classic adventure
is back in print Dr. Libros en idiomas extranjeros. Doctor MidNite New Edition Matt Wagner. Much like the
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original version of Doctor MidNite he has exhibited the same basic features a cowled . Terms and conditions
apply. TrollandToad has a large selection of HeroClix Singles. Matt Wagner creator of indy comics favorites
GRENDEL and MAGE and the writer and artist of SUPERMANBATMANWONDER WOMAN TRINITY

creates a new vision of a classic DC hero.
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